ABSTRACT
Non-functional requirements of enterprise web applications, like performance, are usually assessed and analyzed in simulated environments before being released into production. However, it is not easy to simulate a real-world environment and the effective use of the system, leading to poor and expensive performance data collection. Moreover, in agile methodologies, where development is focused in the fast time to market and getting early feedback from end-users, upfront estimation and forward thinking about scalability is not in the top priorities. This constrains even more performance analysis and tests, as developers are only aware of performance issues when critical feedback from production systems is given back to development. This commonly leads to enterprise web applications with scalability problems, and low responsiveness.

This paper presents a structured way of giving continuous and real world performance feedback to developers of enterprise web applications. By having early access to real performance metrics, developers easily detect stress points in applications, allowing for timely tuning actions, before reaching critical conditions for end-users. Metrics also help developers assessing the impact of changing intensively used parts of existing applications.
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way is not a trivial task. On the other hand, performance degradation caused by instrumentation and data collection is usually the reason for not collecting real-world data.

In this work, we design and implement a profiling system for the OutSystems Agile Platform [3] which integrates the development of web applications in one single programming language and one development environment that supports the whole life cycle of applications.

By presenting a unified solution, the Agile Platform has connections between development and production environments which allows to implement a complete collect, transport and visualization solution. The implementation of this work also benefits from services, already present in the Platform, to handle the data transport between the different layers of the architecture.

Web applications are developed using a domain specific language (DSL) [12, 14] that integrates interface design, business logic and database manipulation operations in a single language. Applications are then compiled to standard main-stream technologies and applications are set to run on a standard application server architecture. By instrumenting the compiler with efficient collecting profiling techniques, code implementing probes are placed in the applications to collect runtime performance data.

The higher level of abstraction provided by the OutSystems programming language, leads developers to be unaware of many implementation details and to focus on the meaning of their programs. It is true that the platform takes care of many code optimizations, but there are some cases where the optimizer is simply not enough and where applications would benefit from a clever design. By collecting simple runtime data at the level of the DSL, as execution counts and duration, and considering as targets its course grain elements, and avoiding low level monitoring we achieve two important milestones, we keep the interference level and the performance impact in production environments at an acceptable level and we produce information that is tightly connected to the programming elements and is easily shown to developers in the development tool.

The final objective of this work is therefore to collect data efficiently, without causing impact on performance, and showing it to developers in the context where it is most necessary and useful.

We next present the Agile Platform in some detail in section 2, then discuss the decision process about which metrics to include in the profiling system in section 3. Given this context, we present the proposed system for collection, transport and visualization of profiling data in section 4.

2. AGILE PLATFORM

The OutSystems Agile Platform [3] is composed by several heterogeneous parts that contribute to integrate the development, staging and execution of web applications. We focus first on the development tool of the Agile Platform, the Service Studio, and the OutSystems programming language. We then describe the runtime support system, the Platform Server, whose architecture is depicted in Figure 1, which includes a Database Server, several Front-end Servers for load-balancing purposes, and a Deployment Controller Server.

In particular we describe the inner components of each front-end server: the Service Center, an administration tool to manage applications running in a system, and the Web

2.1 Service Studio

Service Studio is the development environment of the OutSystems Agile Platform. It allows a developer to design a complete web application in a single environment. Web page like interfaces, business logic, database tables and security settings are all set in this single and integrated environment. The user interface of Service Studio is graphically oriented, all elements are visually defined by dragging and dropping smaller elements and defining specific properties. Another important fact about this component is that it works while integrated in a runtime environment and thus allows connections to existing resources in the supporting environment. Applications created using Service Studio can be compiled and published to the Platform Server and accessed via web browsers.

2.2 Visual Programming Language

Service Studio implements a domain-specific language designed to represent web applications through high level constructs. The elements of the language are Screen flows which define a high level web of connections between web pages, Screens and Web Blocks which graphically define the interface of an application, Action flows that define pieces of logic of an application, and Entities that define the data model. All these elements are integrated by the tool with clear benefits to correctness that in most cases is forced by design.

Figure 2 depicts the Screen flow of a simple web application implementing an address book where the end-user can create, update, remove contacts from a database. A Screen Flow defines the entry point of an application, in this case it is screen Contact List, and which are the next possible screens for each situation. For example, screen Contact List may lead to screens Contact Show, Contact Edit, Category List, or Contact Import. Screens are web pages programmed to interact with the application code in the server. Action flows define a piece of behavior that may be triggered by an end-user when interacting with a screen, by following a link and loading a new page or by pressing a button. Action flows are usually modeled using basic programming elements, e.g. assignments, queries, conditional and loop constructs. Fig-
Figure 2: Example of a Screen Flow

Figure 3: Example of an action flow

Figure 4: 1-Click Publish process

2.3 Platform Server

Platform Server is the runtime support system for Out-Systems web applications. A Platform Server may be installed in a farm configuration for scalability and high availability purposes. In this configuration a load balancer distributes web requests among multiple front-ends.

The components and services of the Platform Server are (see Figure 1): the front-end servers, the deployment controller server and the database server:

- **Front-end Server**: A front-end server is a typical web application server with some extra elements:
  - *Service Center*: a console to administrate the Platform Server; it provides centralized access to all Platform resource information as application versioning and management, runtime activity and runtime execution reports.
  - *Log Service*: a service to asynchronously store errors generated by all running applications.

- **Deployment Controller Server**: Is in charge of compiling web application projects, and deploying the compilation result in the front-end servers.

- **Database Server**: A relational database management system, such as Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle.

Our profiling system must collect performance data in each front-end server. The way we collect, aggregate the data and transport it will be addressed in section 4.

2.4 1-Click Publish

1-Click Publish (1CP) is the process for deployment of a web application into an environment. In OutSystems, a web application project is known as an eSpace. An eSpace is edited using Service Studio and can be published to a development environment, to be tested and analyzed, or published to a production environment. When the developer invokes the 1CP process, Service Studio contacts Service Center, which uses a compiler, to generate the web application code and to deploy it to different front-ends.

The environment architecture and the 1-Click Publish process is depicted in Figure 4. The 1CP process comprises the following steps:

1. Developer invokes the process 1-Click Publish that sends the eSpace definition to Service Center.
2. The compiler in the web server, receives the eSpace and generates a standard .NET or J2EE application code.
3. The 1CP operation ends with the deploy process - an operation that updates the eSpace published version (area that contains the last published version for a specific eSpace). In the end, the application is accessible through web browsers.

Both development and production environments contain the ingredients depicted in Figure 4: an web server with a database, an application server that runs inside the web server.
server and that contains Service Center and the running web applications. The compiler is also an ingredient of the environment, and is called by Service Center.

### 2.5 OutSystems Applications Life Cycle

The life cycle of OutSystems web applications is depicted in Figure 5. Development starts in the Service Studio that is typically connected to a controlled development environment. The application code is compiled and published in that environment for the first testing phase. Depending on the actual staging architecture the code is manually transported to a production environment and put in use. In the standard installation, there are ad-hoc processes for collecting users’ feedback and getting it back to the development teams.

We propose an extension of this life cycle where data is mechanically collected and transported to the development environment. Remember that Service Studio always runs connected to an environment and therefore it can retrieve collected data and show it to the developer. In this way, the availability of this performance information, anticipates the need of explicit feedback from users to detect bottlenecks and stress points of the application. We next present the main steps of Figure 5 in more detail. Nevertheless we do not intend to replace the explicit feedback given by end-users but only to anticipate needed changes to the applications.

1. Developers use Service Studio, to design, create, modify and test web applications. When necessary, applications can be published to the development environment to be tested and analyzed.

2. When applications pass a test phase and there is a decision to deploy it, the delivery manager, transports it to the production environment.

3. The application runs for a period of time in the production environment where the profiling system measures and stores relevant metrics.

4. Metrics are transported back to the development environment.

5. Runtime performance data is shown in Service Studio. Developer can then visualize information about the performance that each programming element of the application has in production.

We next refer to several ways of measure performance and compare them to the way we extend the Agile Platform to collect, aggregate and present metrics.

### 3. MEASURING WEB APPS

Several tools for profiling web applications have been created and are highly popular, but most of these are useful for marketers and managers. They usually provide metrics about traffic of data on the network and marketing effectiveness by following users paths. This kind of profilers can determine, for instance, the direct impact of a specific marketing campaign by analyzing the entry point of each user.

Google Analytics [2] is perhaps the most significative example inside the this category - its a solution that analyzes traffic data, helps clients to better target their ads, to strength marketing initiatives, and to create websites that better match their market goals.

In this study we want to apply a classic profiling strategy to web applications by measuring other kind of properties. We implement profiling techniques that will retrieve relevant metrics for developers and IT managers.

There are different kinds of metrics that can be collected through profiling, we next explain what are the metrics chosen and the reason for that choice.

In general, developers want to have as much information as we can get, and in more detail as possible, so that developers can change with effectively the web application when necessary, assuring its success and performance, increasing its life time. However, our approach is to increase developers awareness on simple performance information rather than providing complex and expensive to get information.

This goal is the result of a survey filled by the most experienced group of OutSystems developers that aimed at understanding what kind of information would help them most to anticipate inefficiency. The results of the survey were clear. Developers considered more relevant to have execution counts and average execution time for actions and screen preparations (special kind of action) and to keep the impact of the data collection as low as possible. This means that it is absolutely necessary to measure as few properties as possible.

The execution counts and average execution time of actions allow developers to understand what is heavier on a web application, either by being executed more often or by taking more time to execute. By showing this information to developers will result in two clear benefits:

1. It decreases the risk of code modifications having unexpected and significant impact on performance. Developers will know they are changing sensible code and will correctly identify the risk of changing it.

2. Developers will be able to monitor and identify bottlenecks of the applications before reaching critical status for end-users.

To achieve this goal it is important that we show execution counts and average time together. Consider the two following situations:
"last week the average execution time of function X was 6 seconds"

"last week the average execution time of function Y was 1 second"

A proactive team would probably try to optimize function X instead of function Y. However, if function X was executed 10 times in that period in opposition to 10000 times of function Y, our optimization on function X would have almost no impact on the end-users experience. An careful optimization on function Y would certainly have more impact.

3.1 Instrumenting code

We collect data by instrumentation of the code generated by the DSL compiler. We change the compiler to generate data collection code and extend the runtime support structure to gather and transport such data until it is shown to the developer. During the compilation process, the Platform Server installs performance counters and timers in the runtime support system of the application and generates code that use them according to the usage of applications.

Code instrumentation is one of the most common techniques to register the behavior of programs and to measure its performance [5, 6, 7]. However, instrumentation of code usually has an huge impact on the performance of the systems [13] due to that, this type of profiling is not usually performed on production environments. Other works [8, 9, 15] use sampling to reduce the cost of instrumentation. A sampling profiler proceeds by statistical analysis. In regular intervals of time, it looks at which code is currently being executed, this kind of profiling implementation may lead to wrong performance measures. Gprof [10] is an example of a profiler that uses both instrumentation and sampling. Instrumentation is used to gather caller information and the actual timing values are obtained by sampling. A work that discusses the advantages and disadvantages of these techniques is presented by Hall [11].

In our work we use code instrumentation because we are interested, in the first place, in giving a flow of continuous real-data information to the developers, and probabilistic results are not as accurate as desired. Another and perhaps the most important one is that the impact of the data collection is diminished by associating counters to high level programming elements.

3.2 Execution counts and execution time

To capture the number of times that each block of code is executed and the total time execution of each block of code, we instrument the applications with probes. This probes are inserted within the generated code for each programming element we intend to have measurements from. When end-users interact with web applications, these probes are reached and data is recorded and stored in a structured way.

There are several techniques to measure execution time which are characterized by four key attributes [13]:

- **Accuracy** - Defines how far is the measured time from the actual execution time of a procedure. When a measurement is made, there is usually some amount of error, the measurement is usually a result of actual execution time +/- some amount of error, where some amount of error corresponds to the accuracy.

- **Difficulty** - Defines the necessary effort to obtain measurements. A method that only requires the user to run the code and it produces an answer, is considered easy. A method that requires usage of a logic analyzer and filtering of data to obtain answers is considered hard.

- **Granularity** - Defines the size of the part of the code being measured. For example, coarse granularity methods would generally measure execution time per process, per procedure or per function basis. A method with fine granularity can measure execution time of a loop or even a single instruction.

- **Resolution** - Represents the measure limitation. For example, a stop watch measures with a 0.01 sec resolution, while a logic analyzer might be able to measure with a resolution of 50 nsec.

The design of the software can also have a major impact on the ability to obtain measurements of execution time. If a software has a single entry and exit point for any part of it that needs to be measured, and those points are designed consistently for all code segments that have similar functionality thus achieve accurate metrics can be possible.
Software Analyser method is a term used for software tools designed for measuring execution time as CodeTest [1]. Usually software analysers are based on the system clock and thus the resolution is on the order of a millisecond. A good analyser not only provides information about functions and processes, but also means to measure execution time of loops, blocks of code and statements. For example, in our context, timing trace must be correlated with the OutSystems DSL elements to identify which element is responsible for each period of execution.

Each programming language provides a mechanism to retrieve the current time from the system. These mechanisms save the system time on specific instants and then compute the time intervals by subtracting the values of the system taken at different moments. The Java, for example, creates an object that can be used as a stopwatch to measure the time execution of code blocks.

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION

We now describe how our system collects, aggregates, and transports data from the production environment to the development environment, and how they are made available to the developer, crossing different architectural layers of the Agile Platform avoiding significant impact.

4.1 Collecting runtime performance data

In order to minimize the impact of profiling on applications’ performance, we adopt an architecture with different levels of priority to collect, aggregates, and transport data from the running application back to the developer. Profiling code inlined in the application code to count the number of times an action gets executed or the time it takes to terminate is crucial and runs with the highest priority, and hence must be designed to have minimum impact on execution time. Collected data is stored close to the programming elements being monitored. This data must then be aggregated and transported across the Platform Server architecture. This is performed in persistent state, with less and less priority and more and more spread in time. We next explain in greater detail each step of the process.

Each running application (an eSpace) is hosted by a running environment which holds a data structure containing a counter for the executions and the total execution time for all its programming elements being monitored. We use non-blocking algorithms to update counters and timers in memory and thus decrease the number of preemption situations that otherwise would degrade the system’s performance. In order to transport the data through the different architecture layers of the Agile Platform we then use services that run on low priority and do not compete with the processing of web applications.

Figure 6 represents the data structures of applications that are running in a front-end server. Since the application server recycles running applications in regular time intervals we store data into persistent state whenever necessary. Approximately every 15 minutes, all measurements in the running environment are pushed to the nearest Log Service and stored in the database and all counters and timers are put to zeros.

The next step is to store data in a secondary persistent state, the filesystem. This intermediate step of storing results in the Log Service could be by-passed, but the Log Service is optimized to avoid the impact of logging information on the application’s performance, however this service runs with low priority in the front-end server so it never competes with the normal processing of web applications.

Figure 7 shows the data flow inside a front-end server. Every 60 minutes, the Log Service appends a predetermined file with the collected data. Whenever a file contains performance data about 24 hours, a new file is created. The system maintains a pool of 7 files, where the oldest is replaced by a new one each day. Hence, we have information about the number of times that an action is executed in a day and the total time of the actions executions. Our goal is to have a continuous flow of information of about one week.

4.2 Transporting metrics to Service Studio

Our goal is to provide metrics inside Service Studio. In Figure 8 we can see both the development and production environments. Each arrow represents a request for data that is executed whenever a developer opens an eSpace in Service Studio. This process follows the steps:
1. On opening Service Studio, a request for metrics is made to the Service Center of the development environment.

2. If data is available in the development environment’s database, it is immediately provided to Service Studio.

3. Otherwise, the Service Center in the development environment requests for metrics to the Service Center of the production environment.

4. If there is no cached information, Service Center of the production environment communicates with the Log Services of the different front-end servers requesting the runtime performance data.

5. Each Log Service retrieves the runtime performance data from the file system.

A sequence diagram is depicted in Figure 9, this figure is more detailed and shows two runtime scenarios when the developer opens an eSpace inside Service Studio. The first scenario represents the situation when metrics are available on the development database. The second scenario represents the situation when there is no data in the development database for a given eSpace, or data is too old and it is necessary to bring data from the production environment to the development environment. The first scenario is trivial and represents the workflow of Figure 8. We next describe the second scenario in more detail:

1. When the developer opens an eSpace with Service Studio, a request for performance data for the given eSpace is sent to the Service Center of development.

2. The development Service Center requests performance data, for the given eSpace, from the production environment.

3. The production Service Center communicates with each front-end server configured, that hosts the running application (eSpace), by contacting the Log Service and requesting the performance collected data. Remember that there is a Log Service running in each front-end server.

4. Each Log Service gets the performance data from the file system of the respective front-end server.

5. Inside each front-end server, the running Log Service aggregates the collected performance data.

6. Each Log Service send the performance data to the production Service Center.

7. The production Service Center send the performance data to the development Service Center.

8. The development Service Center aggregates the performance data received.

9. The development Service Center send the performance data to Service Studio.

10. The development Service Center caches the performance data in the development database.

Figure 8: Solution architecture

Note that this process is asynchronous. The developer can work on Service Studio while the data is being imported. The transport of data is done on demand to avoid unnecessary communication and process between the two environments. For example if a development team stop the development process during a period of time, it isn’t necessary to transport the runtime performance data of the web application to the development environment.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented the architecture of a profiling system that collects real world data from web applications. By focusing on a DSL we expect to reduce the impact of measurements on the performance and the end-user experience. By giving feedback to developers proactively we aim at improving the whole agile development cycle.

We don’t present definite results since the prototype implementation phase is not over yet. However, we believe that we will achieve positive results. The goals that we consider to make this a successful project, are:

1. To be able to collect metrics at runtime, without significant degradation on the server and applications performance.

2. To be able to gather and transport data from a production environment to a development environment.

3. To decorate Service Studio with profiling information, without cluttering the existing environment and without significant impact to its performance.

4. To achieve positive results on the agile maintenance process of enterprise web applications. This goal is subdivided in: helping developers to easily detect stress points and bottlenecks; allowing developers to fix them before reaching critical status for end-users; and increasing the developers’ awareness when changing intensively used code.
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